
MINDING YOUTH MENTAL HEALTH
A Caregiving Guide
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Presentation Notes
Caring for a child’s mental health is as important as caring for his/her physical health – especially in unsettling times. Mental health like physical health effects every aspect of our lives – how we relate to others, how we communicate, how we learn –everything!



EVERYONE HAS MENTAL HEALTH

Anyone can struggle with a mental health condition
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So, here is the basic, fundamental, obvious fact: We all have mental health! Mental health –a function of the brain, plays a critical role in shaping social, emotional, and cognitive development – this affects the way we think, feel, and act – how we manage stress, relate to one another, evaluate our options when making decisions… Mental health is best thought of as being on a continuum-- always shifting, changing, evolving: going from wellness to challenges to what could be symptomatic illness. A child’s brain is developing well into their 20s, so caring about their mental health is a long-term commitment! Anyone can struggle with a mental health condition-- at any time--- for a multitude of reasons or for what might seem like no reason at all. The important thing to remember is that mental health challenges/mental illness is not a sign of weakness --nor is it cause for blame! ||



MENTAL HEALTH BY THE NUMBERS

1 in 5 Americans have a diagnosable mental health condition
50% of all chronic mental illness begins by age 14; 
75% by age 24

1 in 5 youth (ages 13-18) live with a mental health condition 
Less than 20% of youth receive the treatment they need

37% of students with a mental health condition, age 14 and older, drop out of 
school
70% of youth in state and local juvenile justice systems have a mental illness

Suicide is the second leading cause of death for youth (ages 10-24)
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So let’s look at a few statistics… (1 in 5 Americans have a diagnosable mental health condition. 50% shows up by age 14; 75% by age 24 so it should come as no surprise that 1 in 5 youth ages 13-18 live with a mental health condition. The statistic that is of greater concern, however, is the fact that less than 20% get the help they need. It is normal for children and teens to experience various types of emotional distress as they grow and develop and the truth is that can be hard to know when certain actions are cause for concern and when they are simply part of a typical phase of development ---but when the emotions are extreme and/or the distress is persistent – it CAN BE signs they are struggling with their mental health. Not all of these struggles will lead to a diagnosable mental health condition.  Often, the reason why treatment is not adequately pursued can be attributed to the shame, blame, silence, and misunderstanding that surrounds mental health challenges. This is particularly problematic because early intervention is critical, ---the earlier treatment is received -- the better the prognosis. Without this, we see what we see ---more acute and prolonged illnesses, higher school dropout rates, and greater involvement in the criminal justice system.



WHAT FACTORS IMPACT MENTAL HEALTH?

• The Brain (its growth & development; the chemicals affecting 
connectivity)

• Genetics

• Family History  (nature & nurture)

• Life Experiences (social & environmental, stressful situations, trauma …)
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Brain – one of the most important organs in our bodies and the “command center” if you will. Abnormalities or injury to the brain, chemical imbalances, as well as the misuse of substances (alcohol or drugs) can wreak havoc and can be the “organic” cause of a mental health condition. Genes are passed along from one generation to the next – and these interact with other factors which can result in specific mental health challenges. Family history can certainly increase susceptibility to developing a mental health condition – and/or it can supply a dysfunctional model of behavior that simply goes on and on unquestioned. Poverty, social isolation, abuse, loss –are all influences on one’s psychological ability to cope. We too often underestimate the effect that upsetting “social/cultural/historical experiences can have on kids. (Eg. 9/11, war, gun violence … an issue that we are grappling with in our schools in a BIG way right now)



WHAT IS TRAUMA?

• An intense, overwhelming experience

• Ongoing fear and nervous tension
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Trauma is more common than we might think and a term too often misunderstood. Trauma can happen like “a bolt out of the blue” (an unexpected death in the family, an injury )---or it can develop over time through intense pressure (living in a crime-ridden neighborhood, living with a life-threatening illness, encountering a series of losses) – the common denominator is the feeling of utter helplessness that it generates. No two people experience an event or situation in exactly the same way—so what is traumatic for one child may not be for another. If you are aware that your child may have been traumatized, let them know they are not to blame – either for the trauma ---or for their response to it. We usually associate PTSD with military veterans – but there are many reasons someone can experience PTSD – physical or sexual abuse, a serious car accident, an incredibly embarrassing situation…trauma can be at the root of mental health struggles and childhood trauma can carry over into adulthood –if it goes untreated, it will set the stage for further trauma. 



WHAT IS A TRIGGER?

• Sets off a chain reaction through a memory (most likely subconscious) 
that transports a person back to an event 

• Can be taste, touch, smell, noise, image, phrase, action, physical feeling
(or a combination)

• Is unpredictable

• Creates a perception of danger (even if there is none)
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 A trigger sets off a chain reaction—with a response that seems out of proportion to the immediate situation --when “triggered,” any of us including children, can experience a rush of adrenaline this can cause a child to experience uncontrollable emotions, shut down, disassociate, act out, regress.Children need time to work though their emotions – some children may need to talk –others may not talk but may express themselves in other ways (coloring, walking, listening to music). No matter what, children need a calming presence. Sometimes you just have to be that presence–and wait until later on to figure out what actually happened to trigger them …



HOW DO I KNOW IF MY CHILD IS STRUGGLING 
WITH HIS/HER FEELINGS?

• Speaks up

• Looks upset

• Acts out of character

• Assume he/she is struggling and provide an opening for discussion
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Trust your instincts – no one knows your child better than you do!! If he/she is quite “different” than usual …that’s a big clue! Creating “space” for children and teens to express their feelings and concerns helps them develop emotional intelligence and strengthen their mental health. Be patient –it takes time for them to flush out what they are thinking or feeling. Sometimes, asking them how they think a sibling or friend is handling a particular situation can help – takes them out of the “hot seat”…



HOW DO I REASSURE MY CHILD?

Children tend to have three fundamental emotional concerns during times of 
uncertainty.

• Will I be alright?

• Will my family be alright?

• How will this effect my everyday life?
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You’ll be OK. We’ll be OK. We’ll work things out. There are always solutions, alternatives, things we can do…even the simplest solution to  problem can be ressuring.



WHAT ARE THE EARLY WARNING SIGNS OF A 
MENTAL HEALTH CONDITION? 

You may see significant changes in behavior, social activities, academic 
performance, physical health, or appearance

• Disruption of sleep – nightmares, eating (loss of appetite, binge eating
• Inability to focus, connect, or control impulses
• Long-lasting, intense, painful emotions (fear, worry, anger, moodiness)
• Feelings of worthlessness
• Increased stomachaches or other persistent, unexplainable ailments
• Lack of interest in extracurricular activities or too nervous to attend
• Engagement in risky behaviors 
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This is as you might expect --- you can take a few moments to scan through this list … Anxiety and depression are the most common mental health issues to emerge during childhood and adolescence ----- but  bipolar. ADHD, and eating disorders (more in females than in males) can also present, as well as PTSD … many teens with mental illness turn to substance abuse as a way to cope…



WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN FEAR, 
WORRY, ANXIETY AND AN ANXIETY DISORDER?

Fear—a response to a perceived threat
Worry—the anticipation of a potential threat
Anxiety—overwhelming sense of discomfort or apprehension

Anxiety Disorder—diagnosis based on intensity and persistence (generalized, 
separation, social)

#1 reason college students seek counseling
Most common mental health disorder in the US (NIMH)
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****We become afraid when we perceive a threat, we worry about possible threats –we are overwhelmed by anxiety. Anxiety disorders early in life puts children and teens at risk for the development of mood disorders and substance abuse later in life. Anxiety that probably needs professional intervention is characterized by excessive, irrational, out of proportion, and difficult to control fears and worries. Early detection and treatment can have a lasting positive effect --by helping kids learn and practice healthy coping strategies much earlier. For example –it is becoming more common to promote “mindfulness meditation” for kids who have “out-of-control” behaviors – it’s a valuable life skill!!



WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN 
SADNESS AND DEPRESSION?

Sadness—triggered and transient
Depression—is prolonged, frequent, intense, and has little or no 
explanation (not necessarily attributed to any specific event)

13.6% of boys and 36.1% girls have been or are depressed 
by the time they are 17 years old



HOW DO I KNOW IF MY CHILD NEEDS 
PROFESSIONAL HELP?

Ask yourself the following questions:

Intensity: How intense are your child’s behaviors, thoughts, or emotions?

Frequency: How often does your child feel or act this way? 

Duration: How long do these individual episodes last?

Functionality: Above all else, how well is your child functioning in life? Is your 
child impaired in any way at home, at school or with friends? 
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****You’ll probably want to start by talking to your pediatrician but recognize your pediatrician is a specialist when it comes to children –he/she is likely not a mental health specialist. You may get referrals from them but don’t limit yourself to them. I don’t want to downplay the real challenges in locating the right team of mental health professionals  It isn’t easy – don’t “settle” – do whatever you can to access the best quality of care you can. Work closely with the school –teachers are spending a significant amount of time with your child—so talk to them, listen to what they have to say—and listen to what your child has to say about what is going on at school. Create  plan together that works well for everyone. Take advantage of whatever school services are available to you. Know that your child may be eligible to receive special assistance through an IEP (Individualized Education Plan) or a 504 Plan. And don’t underestimate the importance of finding people who can understand what you are going through – with whom you can share your frustrations and triumphs. There is something to be said for collective wisdom! Take care of yourself –set routines, eat healthy, get enough sleep, exercise –manage your own stress.Effectively modeling self-care tells your child what they should be doing ---louder than your words ever can.



WHAT’S A PARENT TO DO?

• Talk with your pediatrician

• Get referrals for mental health professionals

• Work closely with the school 

• Connect with other families

• Model self-care
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****You’ll probably want to start by talking to your pediatrician but recognize your pediatrician is a specialist when it comes to children –he/she is likely not a mental health specialist. You may get referrals from them but don’t limit yourself to them. I don’t want to downplay the real challenges in locating the right team of mental heath professionals  It isn’t easy – don’t “settle” – do whatever you can to access the best quality of care you can. Work closely with the school –teachers are spending a significant amount of time with your child—so talk to them, listen to what they have to say—and listen to what your child has to say about what is going on at school. Create  plan together that works well for everyone. Take advantage of whatever school services are available to you. Know that your child may be eligible to receive special assistance through an IEP (Individualized Education Plan) or a 504 Plan. And don’t underestimate the importance of finding people who can understand what you are going through – with whom you can share your frustrations and triumphs. There is something to be said for collective wisdom! Take care of yourself –set routines, eat healthy, get enough sleep, exercise –manage your own stress.Effectively modeling self-care tells your child what they should be doing ---louder than your words ever can.



HOW DO WE CHOOSE A THERAPIST?

• Evaluate their training & experience

• Consider logistics (location, cost, insurance)

• Check out reviews and/or talk to people
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Talk to the therapist and get answers to all your questions. Remember the key question: Is this person “right” for my child and his/her presenting issues? Know what you can “hold”…Reviews online are frequently all over the place—but they sometimes reveal a “trend”  -- and if we ever get over the stigma associated with mental health conditions –we might talk more freely about what works and what doesn’t –whose good and who isn’t when it comes to practitioners. And I can’t stress enough – if a particular mode of treatment isn’t working –or a particular therapist – make a change. 



WHAT ARE THE MOST COMMON FORMS OF 
THERAPY?

• Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (CBT) –how thinking influences behavior

• Dialectical Behavioral Therapy (DBT) – emphasizes personal responsibility for 
dealing with conflict & intense negative emotions 

• Family Therapy – focuses on helping the family unit function better

• Group Therapy – relies on the power of group dynamics and peer interactions

• Play Therapy – uses toys to help a child recognize & verbalize feelings

• Psycho-Education – information on mental health, treatment, triggers, & coping 
strategies
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What is the story that you tell yourself about what just happened—for example: a friend invites another friend to go to the movies. Do you think That’s OK –she can do that. We’ll get together another time” or do you think, “She’s not my friend anymore –a real friend would have invited only me –she isn’t caring, loyal, must not like me –you get the idea. No end of negative thoughts and emotions take over and can result in actions that are unhealthy --. You pick up the phone, “Yell at your friend and damage the relationship.” or you “withdraw and self-medicate to cope…” CBT tries to help you learn how to  “take a moment to question and question your thinking…” DBT specifically focuses on providing therapeutic skills in four key areas. First, mindfulness focuses on improving an individual's ability to accept and be present in the current moment. Second, distress tolerance is geared toward increasing a person’s tolerance of negative emotion, rather than trying to escape from it. Third, emotion regulation covers strategies to manage and change intense emotions that are causing problems in a person’s life. Fourth, interpersonal effectiveness consists of techniques that allow a person to communicate with others in a way that is assertive, maintains self-respect, and strengthens relationships.Family TherapyPlay TherapyPsycho-Education



HOW DO I KNOW IF THERAPY IS WORKING?

• Commitment to the process

• Formation of a trusting relationship with the therapist

• Successful implementation of strategies

• Progress on goals
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The therapeutic process takes time –so patience is important. Look for improvements – interim goals, if you will. The quality of the relationship – the rapport that develops between your child and his/her therapist. If your child isn’t “connecting” with the therapist –it might be time to search for a new therapist. Children, parents, and the therapist should all be active participants in setting treatment goals –these have to be individualized and the effectiveness of the therapy is based more on what happens between sessions than on what happens during the sessions. Keep in mind a variety of things can contribute to a lack of progress and this needs to be carefully evaluated but it can be an indication that a new approach is needed



WILL MEDICATION BE PART OF TREATMENT?

Medication can be part of a comprehensive treatment plan for certain mental 
health conditions

• Schedule a psychiatric evaluation with a board-certified Child & Adolescent 
Psychiatrist or Advanced Practice Registered Nurse (APRN) 

• Find out what the risks, benefits, and side-effects of the medication might be

• Ensure there is ongoing evaluation & monitoring

• Make adjustments to the treatment plan as needed
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Medication is not magic – there are many different kinds and dosages—it can be challenging “to get it right.” Prior to taking medication to treat a mental health condition, there should be an evaluation that includes a description of presenting concerns & symptoms, health history, information about the child’s development, education, social interactions and possibly laboratory studies (like blood tests, x-rays etc.) Because medication is involved –medical training and expertise is needed –hence the need for a psychiatrist or advanced practice nurse and ongoing medication monitoring. Lots of people are confused by a psychiatrist’s role in treatment – they are not always as involved in therapy as people expect them to be… The effective treatment usually involves a team, and a combination of treatment modalities ---including finding the right medication or combination of medications, therapy, home & school behavioral plans etc, And it’s a process – it is not “once and done.” Lots of trial and error is to be expected!! 



HOW DO WE TALK ABOUT THIS?

• Openly & honestly

• With respect for privacy & confidentiality

• Aware of your rights & the exceptions
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If your child is getting help – that’s a “good thing.” -- you don’t need to feel ashamed. How you talk about it will have a lot to do with what other people think about it. People will follow your lead.There are lots of avenues of communication here beginning with what your child/teen may or may not choose to share with you about his/her therapy appointments. Try to respect his/her privacy –ask questions like “how do you feel?” “what new strategy did you learn today?” rather than “what did you talk about?” Work with the therapist to figure out “how/when” you will talk and what you can expect in terms of the content of this communication. Open, honest dialogue with family members is important-because everyone in the family unit is being affected. Your child/teen should talk with you and/or his/her therapist about with whom they may want to share this information and what appropriates boundaries should be set. You and your child have a right to determine with whom you want to share information. You should also know --therapists, teachers, physicians --are mandated reporters when it comes to suspicion of abuse, neglect or harm. A mental health professional or health insurance company may also release medical records without your consent for billing or claims management purposes.



WHAT DO WE DO ABOUT THE STIGMA?

• Start having conversations about mental health

• See the person –the child –not the illness

• Focus on resilience; capitalize on strengths

• Be hopeful; refuse to give up
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So, what do we do about stigma in order to promote earlier intervention? Call it what it is –when someone is relying on a label or  stereotype to describe people who have mental health challenges or bullying them or treating them unfairly…Stigma is a form of social oppression and needs to be addressed.When you see the person –the child –for who she/he is –you don’t let the illness define them. They are more than that –they still want to have fun, to play, to learn,…There are always strengths –figure out what they are…highlight them. (be proud of them for what they can do).



BENEFITS OF GOOD MENTAL HEALTH

Realize our full potential!

• Cope effectively with the stresses of everyday life
• Adapt to change

• Experience hope & joy
• Develop fulfilling relationships

• Make meaningful contributions to our community



EMBRACE THE FOUR Ls OF PARENTING

• LOVE THEM

• LIMIT THEM

• LISTEN TO THEM

• LET THEM GO
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The four Ls of parenting provides an easy-to-remember important touchpoint for parents. These are ALL always necessary but at certain ages/stages different ones come to the fore. It goes without saying how important that pure, unconditional love is for an infant –and really throughout the life span. No doubt –parents/caregivers have to limit children to keep them safe –the only thing I’d like to say about this is that you can approach it from the perspective of what you “can’t” do or from the perspective of what you “could do instead” – I have personally found the latter works better…. Instead of you can only play video games for an hour –every day we are going to spend an hour doing something outdoors – or doing arts and crafts –or learning something new…Listening to kids is really important –and really, really hard --- they can say things that quite honestly we perceive to be “stupid” –but when they are talking –they are actually telling you what they are thinking ….so resisting the impulse to say ”that’s stupid”… is a good one and asking further questions like, “how do you think that will work?” “Do you see any potential problems with this approach? …is a great route to go. Humor can be helpful with teens – but it means you have to have a grip on it. I know it has meant a lot to me – my kids are now young adults so the “letting them go” one is  the forefront for me.



WITH SPECIAL THANKS TO:

The Youth Mental Health Project - ymhproject.org

NAMI National 

The Mercer County School Superintendents

All of you!!!
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